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Our Legal Association
provides a comprehensive
economic law service for
businesses on BudapestGyőr-Wien axis and its
surrounding regions.
Proficiency expressed in
numbers: more than 15
years of work-experience,
11 years of legal education
and research and 8
cooperative partners.
In case you want a
professional legal team to
manage your business’
legal issues or we can be of
any other further
assistance, please let us
know.

LEGAL ADVICE

LEGAL DUE DILIGENCE
Legal due diligence is a complex task
which not only requires extensive legal
knowledge but it is also essential to
understand the company’s inner
processes. Legal due diligence
suggested especially before
transformation and acquisition
processes.
We divided legal due diligence in
different groups but we can offer you a
special deal as may be required.

Lawsuits are indispensable tools
in closing disputes incurring in
economy. Economy is fast but
lawsuits are not. Our Legal
Association is intent on
successfully closing disputable
issues before case initiation
stage (such as attorney’s notice,
settlement negotiations,
preliminary taking of evidence,
final order for payment,
arbitration procedure, procedure
of mediation board in case of
consumer dispute)
If a legal dispute is inevitable or
it has been already in progress,
you can even contract with us
for one lawsuit. Our Association
can efficiently represent your
company using the advantages
of specialization and
cooperation.

LEGAL COMPLIANCE
The cost of providing companies’
full legal representation and
permanent legal conformity
depends on the number of the
employees, field of activity and the
probable number of civil actions.
Our Legal Association is more than
capable of managing these tasks.
In absence of in-house lawyer we
can provide fixed weekly
consultation appointments at the
seat or the location of the company
or in cooperation with the acting
in-house lawyer.

MANAGING
PARTNERS

Ákos Kőhidi JD. PhD. attorney at law

István Dobos JD. LL.M. attorney at law

Area of expertise: Civil law (Contracts of economic
law, law of damages), Intellectual property,
Consumer Protection Law

Area of expertise: Civil Procedure, Companies
Law and Law of business associations,
Construction Law

He obtained law degree in 2007 and a PhD in
2012, both with a summa cum laude
classification. Since 2007 he works for the Civil
Law and Civil Procedure Law Department in
Széchényi István University, Győr, since 2017 as
an associate professor. He became a member
of Council of Copyright Experts in 2015. After
obtaining bar exam he worked as an attorney
between 2014 and 2015. Currently he is an
attorney at law in Győr.

Beside his law degree and qualification exam
he obtained a degree as a Legal expert in
European law under postgraduate specialist
training course in Eötvös Loránd University. He
has had relevant experiences in an
international law firm in Wien. He also worked
in Budapest and Győr for law firms with an
international clientele. After obtaining his
degree he educated economic law at Széchenyi
István University for several years.

MAIN REFERENCES

Buda: 1026 Budapest, Szilágyi Erzsébet
fasor 43/A.
Pest: 1132 Budapest, Váci út 18. Westpoint Office Center
Győr: 9022 Győr, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 54.
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